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LGBC - Warding Patterns Further Limited Consultation comments - November 2021 
 

Political Group Comments 
 

Labour Labour are broadly supportive of the revised proposals 
 

Conservative It is with disappointment that the Boundary Commission are to cause a further and significant amount of 
correspondence/work, following their decision to adapt their draft recommendations, and not follow their own 
guidelines/criteria 
 

Thornaby 
Independent 
Association 

Thornaby Independent Association are absolutely disgusted that the Boundary Commission have not taken our 
comments into account. All our original comments and proposals still stand, not only in respect of the annexation of 
part of the Town of Thornaby on Tees into the proposed Ingleby Barwick South ward, but also in connection with the 
proposals in Mandale and Victoria, Stainsby Hill and Village wards. We will be making further representations to the 
Boundary Commission in due course. 
 

Ingleby Barwick 
Independent 
Association 

Comments on behalf of IBIS (Ingleby Barwick Independent Society) on the latest set of proposals for Ingleby Barwick 
(IB). IBIS will not be commenting on arrangements in other areas, as other Councillors / Groups which are elected in 
those areas will be better placed to offer constructive comments.  
 
We are very supportive of the latest proposals from the Local Government Boundary Commission for England which 
appertain to IB. We would like to thank them for their work and adjusting wards in light of the comments they have 
received. IBIS is suggesting two very small adjustments, one to a section of the IB East Ward and IB West Ward 
boundary and the other to the eastern boundary of IB South Ward.  
 

1. IB East / West Ward Boundary – the new boundary suggested leaves three streets in Sober Hall Village, 
Rochester Court, Harbottle Close and Thirlwall Drive in IB East Ward. The nearest IB East residential 
properties to these are around 300 to 500 yards away. These three streets could be described as an annex of 
the East Ward as they are surrounded by IB West and IB South Wards. We suggest the following minor 
change here:  

 
Explanation & Effects 
 
Rochester Court, Harbottle Close and Thirlwall Drive to remain in IB West Ward, with the boundary becoming 
Barwick Lane, from where it meets Blair Avenue at its northern and southern ends. This would increase the west 
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ward and decrease the East Ward electorate by around 150. To compensate we suggest that the East Ward 
boundary is extended to take in Roseville Nursing Home and the land north of Blair Avenue up to the fence at the 
rear of the Rings Village and Snowdon Grove. This would increase the East Ward and decrease the West Ward 
electorate by 85 (net adjustment of 63 electors). These minor adjustments would leave IB East Ward at near -10% to 
the nearest whole number and take IB West under -9%.  
 

2. The other adjustment we propose relates to the eastern boundary of IB South Ward. The easterly extent of 
the new housing construction is the line of newly planted landscaping, which is an extension of the Village 
Ward boundary. This land is traditionally in Thornaby and should be included in the Village Ward. No housing 
is to be built on this land so it will not effect electoral numbers, but it will cause concern to those who 
represent Thornaby to have part of their town classed as Ingleby Barwick South Ward. This would be a simple 
adjustment to make, which we are sure would be well received in Thornaby.  

 
Explanation & Effects – Historic town boundary only, but equally as important to those in Thornaby.  
 

Fairfield & Yarm 
Independents 

Reference to the meeting on  Friday 26th November’ 21 regarding Electoral Review of Stockton on Tees Further 
Limited Draft Recommendations and the Further Limited Consultation on proposals for areas in Central and Southern 
Stockton. Maurice and I are agreeable to this. Regards, Councillors W.Woodhead & M.Perry.  
 

Liberal  Democrats 
 

Full support of the BET boundaries now 

West Words No further comments 
 

Independent The only alteration I would make is that the few roads on Round Hill would be better staying in West Ward as people 
identify by the " Village they live on, not the ward. 
 
If it means we lose the extra councillor then I will accept these proposals  
 

 


